
"I mean I think the CIA 
is one otthe more un-
-Ahigricari institutions 
in the country. That is, 
it's secret, it's imperial, 
it's involved all over 
the world, it is more 
foreign to Americans 
and their ideas of how 
the country ought to 
be run and what the 
country is about than 
the Communist 
party. 
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What we saw in Watergate and in 
Vietnam was that over the last 25 years since 
World War II, a series of Presidents, both 
Democratic and Republican, have develop-
ed the notion that in national security 
matters or what they define to be national 
security matters, they can pretty much do 
what they will, through various executive 
agencies, in secret, without really either 
informing the Congress or the people. And 
certainly without restraints by the Congress 
or the people. And for the most part of the 
25 years, the Presidents essentially did these 
activities-without fanfare, without claiming 
the right to them—they just went ahead and 
did them. 

So the Center's concern is to look at 
presidential prerogative and these claims of 
national security—look at the abuses that are 
connected with them and try to set up a series 
of guidelines that will bring the Presidency 
back into the boundaries of the Constitu-
tion—back into checks and balances. 

The first areas of focus have been on the 
intelligence community. The flood of revela-
tions about the CIA. FBI and the National 
Security Agency, and military intelligence 
has revealed that each of these agencies hav 
committed illegal . acts or abused their 
authority., and committed surveillance of 
American citizens which they were really not 
authorized to do. And kind of lost in the 
flood of specifics that the CIA contracted 
with the Mafia, or gave LSD to a citizen and 
killed him, or series of specifics are the 
themes that are clear from what we now 
know. 

The themes in my view, are kind of the 
following: One is that, for the most part, the 
illegal activities of the military intelligence 
groups spying on Americans of NSA, of the 
CIA and of the FBI were not isolated 
instances of an agent going berserk and 
exceeding his powers and overreacting to a 
situation and committing an illegal act. But 
rather, the extraordinary thing is that they 
were all full-fledged illegal programs—
programs designed by either high level 

officials in the bureaucracy or by the . 
President himself. So that middle and low 
level officials, although they're instruments 
of illegality, are not the cause of it. 

They weren't isolated reactions to events, y 
they weren't aberrations, they were ongoing i 
bureaucratic programs. So, for instance, 
military intelligence went from 1967 to 1972 
or '73 when they were stopped, and their 
files included over 200,000 names of 
American citizens. The CIA—for 22 years 
that no one knew about—illegally opened 
the mail of American citizens, against a 
specific statutory law. 

It's not clear that Presidents knew about 
all this. It's clear that all the CIA Directors 
knew about it, all the Post Office Directors 
knew about it, and I suspect the Forty 
Committee (CIA's executive review) knew 
about it. It's not clear, really, what was told 
the President in any of this stuff. We know 
that Johnson, for instance, ordered all the 
intelligence committees to focus on domestic 
dissent around '65-'67, and they all geared 

. up programs to meet the presidential wish. 
But it's not clear what a President really 
knows in terms of what comes back to him 

' about what's really being done. That's one 
theme—that these are not isolated 
instances, but ongoing programs of illegal 
activities in each of the intelligence com-
munities. 

The second theme goes to the question of 

control. Church has said that the CIA was a 
rogue elephant thrashing around in the 
jungle on its own. But what's clear is that all 
of the formal controls don't work or haven't 
worked. That is, legislative oversight was 
always something of a myth because 
congressmen didn't want to oversee the 
intelligence community. But even in those 
instances where they tried, it didn't work, 
because the intelligence officials were 
thoroughly prepared to lie or to not appear 
before Congress if necessary. So when 
Ervin, for instance, went after military 
intelligence and really set out to stop the 
program with a bill that said they could not 
spy any longer on citizens, his attempt was 
thoroughly frustrated. First of all, he could 
never find out who ordered the program 
because the two commanding generals I 
refused to appear before his committee, and 
the Nixon Administration said that they 
were protected by executive privilige. 

Secondly, Ervin got a promise from the 
defense department that all the documents 
would be destroyed, that all the computer 
files would be destroyed. Just this year we 
dicsovered that the lists and the names went 
out to 23 federal agencies before destruc-
tion. It came out about two months ago, the 
revelations. So legislative oversight just 
hasn't worked even when the overseers 
wanted to oversee it. Now in the case of the 
CIA, Congress never wanted to find out 
anything. They only met once a year. They 
didn't even know the CIA was carrying on a 
secret war with 100,000 people in Laos. But 
that was more a question of will. But even 
when you have the will, when legislators 
want something to stop, they can't stop it if 
the military or if the bureaucracy, the secret 



oureaucracies want to keep it -going. 
The second thing is the Executive. The internal oversight mechanisms of the dif-ferent bureaucracies don't work, so that the CIA has an inspector general who sup-posedly has access to all documents in the agency and all programs and inspects any violations or abuses. So the CIA in 1957 starts this drug program, testing LSD on unwitting people. In the first year of the program, a guy is given LSD and dies. the inspector general of the CIA, that is, their own internal inspectors organization, doesn't find out about it until 1967—ten years later—with the drug program con-tinuing for that ten years without stop. It goes on for four more years under more restrictive, guidelines, before it's finally ended because of the fear of the upcoming investigations. 

One of the results of the inspector general's work in the CIA is that when Colby became the director, he limited the LG.'s authority to investigate CIA programs. Because, although the inspector general's office had found out little, it had found out too much. He wanted that to end. So, the first thing Colby did was limit the office and transfer some of its men to other divisions. • So the other thing that's interesting about each of the intelligence agencies, is that all of them have very unclear charters—legislative and executive charters. 
The executive charters are still secret. We really don't know their internal directives. But the legislative charters of the FBI, CIA and military intelligence are very vague, very broad and sometimes non-existent. The programs have all grown up through bureaucratic accretion, so that you find that all of them when asked, "What's your authority for this?" refer back to some slim clause in a legislative charter, which they have totally exceeded. 

The other thing that's interesting about each of the programs is how all of them have come to public attention. It's not because the directors have reported them, to the President, and the President reported them to the Congress or the people, not because the legislative overseers have reported them to the people, but' because middle level officials or low level officials in the bureau-cracies, who have some pride in their real work—the intelligence work—get queasy or turned off by the ongoing illegal activities and finally either go public or leak them to Seymour Hirsch or Christopher Pyle. So 
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military intelligence becomes public when Chris Pyle, a former military intelligence agent, starts writing articles on what the military is doing toward American citizens. 

"And so the one 
lesson that the Rocke-
feller Commission 
takes from the revela-
tions is that you've got 
to stop the revelations. 
And the one thing they 
call on Congress to do 
to reform the intelli-
gence community 
after all that has come 
out, is to pass an 
official secrets act so 
that now the informa-
tion won't leak out." 

The CIA's domestic stuff gets revealed when middle level CIA officials tell the story to Sy Hirsch. The CIA overseas activities are detailed by Marchetti and Agee who leave the bureaucracy to talk about what they've done and report on it and for that Marchetti gets his book censored and himself under a permanent injunction to have all his writings approved by CIA. Agee's agraid to return to the country—he thinks he's going to get prosecuted. So, at this point anyway, the only way the programs become public is by the low level officials leaking them or going public themselves and writing about them. The interesting thing about the reaction of Colby to all of the exposes about the CIA is that both Colby and the Rocke-feller Report have always called only for one piece of legislation. That one piece of legislation is an official secrets act to make it a crime for middle or low level officials to leak any information about the bureaucracy or to go public about the information and write about it. And so the one lesson that the Rockefeller Commission takes from the revelations is that you've got to stop the 



"Church is clearly, 
according to everyone 
I talk to up here on 
Capitol Hill, concerned 
about not discrediting 
the Kennedys. And to 
talk, for instance, 

' about the assassina-
tion programs of the 
CIA gets you right into 
the Kennedy vendetta 
against Castro." 

revelations. And the one thing they call on 
Congress to do to reform the intelligence 
community after all that has come out, is to 
pass an official secrets act so that now the 
information won't leak out. 

So now, at this point, the revelations have 
produced the congressional investigations. 
The congressional investigations are going to 
be limited. The House has been, as you 

know, in confusion from, the beginning.. 
First there was the fight between Harrington,.  
and Nedzi. Then Harrington and Nedii left 
the committee, and Otis Pike has taken' 
over the ,cominittee..:The House- has this:t 
position—they're going to do a "report by 
December, when their charter ends. They.: 
don't want to extend 347:9,,,,clO._ a report:by:I 
December you've got to:stare Writing it by`! 

• about the middle of,November atthe latest. 
They haven't started their hearings until 
now, they had no staff until the middle of 
August, so it takes them two months to get a 
staff together-Ithat's August to September 
to October. They have one month of actual 
staff time working and NoieMber, they 
have to start .writing their report. 

So their statement right off the top is 
were going to go for a joint oversight 
committee: That's the legislation we want 
and what we're going to do is hold hearings 
which wove the need for more oversight. . 
The've done some good things in their short 
tenure;Pile issued the first subpoena of any 
of the committees, and he seems, to be ready 
to force the intelligence ageneies to give him 
the material, and that's very different from 
the Church committee. So he's been good in 
that The point is that they just dOn"t have 

,the time or the stiff tQdo anything extensive 
in terms of investigation. So all they're going 
to do is-have someitind oftylef Moments in 
the sun, expose a few things, in addition to 
what we know, and call for, joint oversight. 

The Senate Committee, which has worked 
harder, has a better staff, has gone on  

longer, wilt _go on longer—at mast unto 
February 29th—and is .doing the assassina-
tion report, a Study of Chiletend a study of 
some of the more interesting areas in the 
intelligence community, is_ being held back 

E by "a couple things. One, is ogChuich is 
—clearly, according to everYonetlalk to 

here-on Capitol Hill, concerned' 	not 	. 
discrediting the Kennedys. And to talk, for 
instance, about the assassinationprograms 
of the-IA.  ptsyokrtgWM& the Kennedy 
vendetta; against  Castro"; : Chureh doesn't 
woad to _take this on. He understands the 
national myth , about the Kennedys and 
doesn'twantto expose them. 	• ==. 

The second thing is that Church is very 
cl?se to Secretary Kissinger, so that when 

li'-'Ktisinger says he needa-covert action to give 
the President the necessary 'flexibility to run 
a foreign -r 	Church;'. although his 

public postures are Very gopc1,6doesn't really 
disagree 	 fyhat: the Senate 
Committee is going to come out with is a 
report on covert action which says essentially 

.: we've diitte,MO'ilutch of it and we've done 
too many extensive things with it and we 
also need joint'oversight in the Congress. - 
Now the executive, Colby ,'for- instance, 
claims that CIA haknever taken oti-a covert 
action abroad that Ivasn..1t in the national 
interest, and wasn't for;purPoses of national 
security: So for them, ttat kind of language.  
is no-  different from what7they!ye been 
doing. So what I expect to come: out'of, the 
investigations is-, more facts. We'll learn 
More - about What the .3ntelligence  
munities have:done than:we know now not 
much *more, but we'll learn something, and 
both the House and the Senate will come out 
fat a joint oversight committee 

A call for jointovmight 4  is' ittperfeet 
solution Tor the Congress because it- does
number of things. One is it looks like they're 
making a substantial_ recommendation. 
Second, they don't have to tackle any, hard,  
problems. It doesn't offend anyone to have 
joint oversight, not even Colby. It looks like 
they're doing - something, when in fact, 
they're not. The , third tiling is that it'  

announces to the public that Congress is 
going to continue to monitor these agencies 
so it provides the public with an image of an 
active, congress, so for that it's a very 
• seductive concept to -legislators. The great 
irony here is that the„congress, gets a better - 
setitztbaekstage. But the.result, is. that-
Confess legitimates activities: that it.can't 

So it will alwayitlearn about:Overt 
activities_ either after-they' occur,-..because 

"they hive to remain_ overt:.-Or thef will 
learn about theineveii before; but:in:sue-11 a 

'context that it has no independent source of 



ucien Nedzi knew . 
about,the;a4sasSina-
tion attempts and  

anybo 
knew about the,  .E.,, 
domestic operaiions, 
Was not sure thby-Were 
ended, and,didn't tell 
anybody, and that' 
called oversight. 

information so that it' can say: that you 
shouldn't db this. And • so it becomes a 
legitimating jaistrument for the executive. 
So itr'the future when we learn, that the 
United States has covertly destabilized a 
democratically elected government abroad, 
the president, instead of saying the - Forty 

, Committee did it, I authorize,. it 'Ind I'm 
' going to continue to do 	be able to say,'- 
the Forty Committee did it  and was 
approved by the joint oversight committee of 
the Congress. : 

The other thing is that the - legislators-  all .a  
face what is now .known.  as the Hatringtori 
'problem. When you get :clasSitied informi: 
tion from_ther'execative, It is under the 
condition,  that yon not tell it to anybody: 'So 
Lucien Nedzi knew.  about the assassination 

.attempts 
'and__ didn't tell: anybody; knew 

about: the' domestie dperatiols;::Weii "not 
sure ̀  theY 

 
Were.. entled,.,  and f;:didn1 tell 

anybody; knew aboutChile;Wain't sure that 
it was going..tofioioi-gnypoTeifiw oiitark'f15:3 
tell anybOdy,'.-and'..rthat 
The result: Is, thiii 	014,!Oitinizp.  49 do '- 
activities that they eitherAtItinit,:or-;-,don't ' 
admit are illegal, -or iiniitofief,^inforni. the 

:Congresi, -and the Congress cannot inform :. 
the citizens. The ,oversight increasingly 
represents, not the citizenry, but the 
executive agencies that 	supposedly.• 
overseeing:' 	"> 

So_ I'm not very "hopeful:at this point 
about that procesi. • Now.,:there -is an 
alternative. That is, Ralph Nader,' in 
operating against or itinionitOrhig the social 
service;  agencies, has incttaiinglYataited to 
tothe to the conclusionthat-the only way to 
:control-  bureaucracies AhrouglVpersonal 
liability of bureaucrats, both criminal' 
liability through the statutory law and civil 
liability. Increasingly, there is a move to do 
two or three things that . may make a 
difference. One is to try to .promulgate 
criminal codes of personal responsibility for! 
bureaucrats In the "aatiOnal security 
agencies:so that, it's plainly illegal for the 
CIA to surveil any, Aniericalt 'citizen; Any 
agent that gets thatorder from his'superior, 
knovis that: he is.- personally, criminally 

. responsible if he carries out that order. And  

if you can rset. up some kind of an 
independent federal prosecutor for national 
security agencies, you can then'enforce that 
'kind of criminal liability in a way that will 
have a deterrent effect' On' officials. , 

. - The other thing you can do is: set up a 
code that gives thatiower level offichtlethe 
right to take an Ordeithat he thinks is illegal 
or improper and go either to a Congres,sman 
or to a federal prosecutor io getia review on 
that order. At present, middle level officials 
when they get an illegal order- from .their 
superior, are' caught -within the secrecy,'?. 
system. They can't. object :outside the 
bureaucracy now 7-  and don'i hive "any 
petional responsibility that would give them 
an incentive to,  object and cause trouble for 
their superior. 

Now:whether or not you can get COngress 
to set up that kind of an apparatu*at this-
point is doubtful. -That depends a lot more 
on -Whether' the country as a whole gets 

'concerned about the revelations or whether 
the debate is limited to Washington.. And 

although ,  there's been a flood of revelations, 
there hasn't been. much public discussion 
about what they mean, or alternative ways of 
controlling these agencies. 

I mean I think the CIA is one Of the more 
un-American institutions in the country: 
That is, it's secret, it'siinperiaLles involved 

, 
 

all over the world,'4t ist more:foreign to'. 
Americans and' their ideas ' Of how the,  
country ought to.- be run and what the 
country is about than the Communist party. 

engages in all the-classic activities that 
they accuse the Communist party of. It; 
subverts organizations; it Infiltrates in 

-formers, it murders, poisons, does economic 
sabotage :'All the things that we have all 
along 'learned that the, Soviet Union was 

. engaged in; our CIA is engaged In. It' you 
actually could go- out and say to the 
American _people, "What about all these 
activities, do you want them to go on?"-
you'd get an overwhelming response saying 
no. But I don't 'think that there's any 
mobilized sentiment attkis point saying this 
has got to stop, this has`to be limited,—we're 
not going to put up with it anymore. After 
the reports on the Chilean coup, after it was 

'reported that the CIA had brought down the 
government of Salvatore'Allende, there was 
a poll done, by Lou Harris on some 1,000- 
people. Softie 60 to 75% said that the CIA 
should not have dverthrown the f` Allende 
government. ,And some 65% also said the 
CIA was doing a fine job. So I think that the • 
national image Of the CIA as an intelligence 
collection agency that protects America 
from a future Pearl Harbor is very hard to 
overcome. And while all of us would agree 
that we ought to have intelligence'and ought 
to have protection against any surprise 
attack, making people-I:understand that 
there is a difference between that and the 
kindszof, activities that the: CIA has been 
invOlVed in is'ffifflcult: YOu get conflicting 
stories.  
- --A provision in the agency's 1947 charter 



"stated that,:thist_tailritave:tiirdlinics.tic,7 
internatiecutity, lavienfacement,-Or pOlice-q 
functioni.. This came out-of a fear- of a 1 
demestic gestapo that was running high 10 
early post-Hitler yeara.". Yet in spiteof that, t. 
two years later the CIA- began its mail , 
opening campaign against American citi-
zens, and that expanded in 1967 to extensive 
file keeping and surveillance ,of,Arnerican4 

"citizens. And the:Agency's argument ii•that 
all this was legal begause yhatthey: were ; 
really-looking for was4he foreign connec- 7 
tions of.-domestic protestors, or foreign 
intelligence information in the 	- of .; 
Atherican citizens.-And so once igaie you 
haVe, in this case, a very clear provision. in 
the legislative charter:that yOu'rena to do 

::this- absolutely ignored by they kind of 
growing bureaucratic programs?;  
under a different provision. :._ 

The budget of the CIA is secret: f ' 	 t: Only 
about eight congressmen and eight senators 

. see the figures, even now.. And they spend 
about anf-bour, on--the intelligence Com,- 
munity budget yhieli includes the CIA, the • 
NSA; all the military intelligence agencies. 
We know this because we talked-to the staff'''.  
aides about their budgeting review process... 
You know,,  because it's a subcommittee of 
the Aimed Forces' Committee and of.the ; 
Appropriations Committee," those twe-Sub- 

-committees overview_ the intelligence 
committees'-. budgets.. But they,  are faced 
,with the rriammoth-budgets Of the military ' 
which --take up their attention 	also 

''-attract public debate. Naturally, the intel-
. ligence community budgets,-which ;are not 

that,  ig--aix billion dolls* compared to a  at 
hundred *lion, :and:not .public,..so they 
dtin't.74thditee: public:- concern7—don't get- . 
reviewed to any great extent. 

The Center definitely . thinks ,,that the 
cliarterOf _any-agency, that is .those secret 
vxecutivi3 Orders, be made imblic-and.cthat 
'the budgets also become 'oublic-. The 'acre 
budget of.the CIA, and-r,aber intelligence_ 
activities is a direct flagrantr.vicilition of the 
Consfittition.,,lt Was litigated.WhcAnpietne 
Court;. . and an . appellate, Carr( &MO* 
flagrant violation. The?Suintena.t.Airti: on 
appealr  threvi the easlout, claiming that a 
taxpayeedidn't ha;ierifandhig to bring-a suit.

- 
 

' 

and it did not make any decision on the 
merits of Yhether or notit was illegal. We're '- 
trying to bring the case now. under the 
Freedom of Information Act demanding a -e  
copy of the budget. 	 - 

Colby has been, claiming, and Ford, both 
claim that,  the CIA has been doing nothing 
around the 'wand latelY; in terms of covert' 
action, .not .intelligence; because they have 
this newmportingfunction, where they have 
to .repat it to• the Senate and House . 
committees._ They say. that if the president 
has to. report covert ,operations -to those . 
committees it becomes public. and so they:'. 
just just can't do anything. So they claim, fcir 

';instance, that in Portugal the .CIA has been, 
'totally inactive. In fact, I think that that's 
',Orobably.untrue, that the Agency.has had 

its agents in place and they've continued the 
kind of day today activities that. Agee,  rites 
about in his book where they really control, 

know,"the bribe infrastrticturefInfithinill 
Countries, in Various 

(think-what they haven1 	niinintedr„ 
ghuge programs...I suspe5t that they 	' 
some kind of a' program in Portugal to; 
money for people that;wersupported;'• hut,  
don't think they've imounted the r  
-program they inountgl in Chile for instinee . 

=or the kind of program ,they.4nounted in;f 
Laos while the war was going on r-...•0.'  

-4-  - Agee haat-Written-In article i  an'Sign. 	r. 
to the press which stated what ItC'Consicler944 

.- to bethe CIA's activities in.PortnitiriSMO 
he's been in London and in fairly elosetonehr! 
with people . in Portugal. He -saidAkthe. •-. 
• mission, our; Embassy -in. LadcinjZhact 
expanded twofold think, sincePte;eyents:-.  
had taken place. And it was his thehrli.  ateW 

• . lot of those .people were5'CIk#8.!#'3 
thinks that we7re been ptittitig40, 
the social dernarats and anna-F;tu, 
right wing in Portugal.'..:1:  haven't seen:: 

• proof.  that .  I can,sayAiikthat is ttue.h 
interesting thing ahnUltilicAnt 	ad 

.CalthicC 
out of-Zairefor•allagedl 4beip 
when • he was 	ref :o 
Michael Harrington'. "drdrg 
and laid Outtbe mead 'of Carin#In 
didn't ask thoseimestiona::14644 
to know, ' 

'See we don't kniacteally4dtatliatipens , 
the low levels;.but it, ii'.Very...:eleArthAtiCIA: 
agents use multinational . COrporatictWea 
cover abroad. John McCloy comes-from 
board of directors of ITT to Henry 
and says We.s. want 	giyejtitr:Vtrkillitin 
dollars to rUnSIA OperatiOns'jih 
'overthrciii • Allende Kissingerdoesnot..',  

„report this,  as a bribe; he sends:: him  
William' Broy, who is the head 	: 
clandestine services: for the: western;  
sphere. Broy says, well, we're not ready.to.'..f.i 
do that yet; we're developing our 'own plans, 1 
I'll be in touch. Andeventuaily the ltind,Of 

-.Coordination of multinational Ipolicy,-.  
American„economic policY "towards . Chile, 
and the covert operations of. the CIA-Yas 

- done through kind :,of 'close contact .I'm 
sure; with. the direttors ,of Multinational -, 
•Corporationkconceinect : 	• 

Miles Coplan, who makes his living as 
kind of a PR _ flaclt..for:the 4gency;:jms..":7:, 
written a book: "With Cloak and 

".Da 	r," and. in it he Sayi.-..that, in . the 7 
future, the CIA will increasingly::  relate 
claely to multinational-corporations; both 
for cover and because, they have a mutuality 
of interests. 	•. ' 	

.  

If--you want. to operate in the . grind 
manner around the world, if you want to 
maintain America as,thef■vo.r14•policernan; , 
as meddling in Societies .throughad the 
World, then you probably `want ,t-o have •a • 
CIA to do something about it....Ynu certainly . 
Want to be ableto do it in seciet--:So it's 
tough ,unless politicins -become- willing-to 

'Challenge the hasicfitssdniption„ofAMerica 
as the great impend*: Still, Chureh 
campaign,:;as will every presidential"candi-
date, l'rwsure, on theintelligencecOmmit-
tee as being irresponsible_and claim_it'S not- 
„going ltohappenin the -future. No. more 
assassination; we'll have congressional 
oversight. People will,.accept that, the same • 
-mistakes won't happen anymore, when in 

;;fact that'llbet myth. 


